
NARRATOR.. (To the audience.) 'This is the way the universe 
begins. A raindrop (that isn't really a raindrop) drops, like a word, 
"rain" drops, into a pool (that isn't really a pool, more like a pool of 
listening minds), and tiny waves circle out in an elegant decelerat
ing procession, -cession, -cession. Then, after a time, the pool of lis
tening minds grows still once more. 

Now, but backwards, this is the way the universe hegiru: the 
still pool of listening minds, the sudden shrinking circles dissolv
ing at the center, conserving at the center until boom, sloop!, up 
goes the droplet, up towards the voice that raindrops ·words, up 
towards the voice and it hangs in the air - remember it there
because that} the \vay the universe begins. A little pavilion. A 
momentary sphere. A word made of stars, dancing. 

From the fire-latticed floor of the earth, sweet shoots of green 
spring up through the cooling webs, and inountain deep water 
sloshes over continents, swinging. Volcanoes of ice snow crystal-blue 
ash across n1iles of moss-seething tundra, and creatures crawl up on 
the shore, imagining things. The air is blood-thick with insect songs 
and the palm fronds tinkle like gongs in the tropical rain. Monkeys 
in slow-motion turn into \Von1en and men and soon campfires dot 
the plains for days in every direction. And around each campfire, 
minds spring to life like sudden stars in a blank, black sky. The tiny 
tea leaf of consciousness spreads its bittersweet smoke through the 
sea of the primitive mind. Law is invented; then moral it); then love, 
then forgiveness. Thousands and thouswds of ideas, knit together 
over time, each one less practical and more ornamental than the last, 
all stretched taut above the wandering. \Vondering heads like a little 



pavilion; a ren1porary shelter for the human project. ·(lt>ti tnJtn, 
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